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aquarium زٛع قّه I don't know لا أػؽف great ُػظ١ 

which one ٞٚازعح أ make up ٠مؽؼ sure ثبٌزأو١ع 

want ٠ؽ٠ع your mind ػمٍه well ًزكٕب 

cute خػاة cashier اٌظؽاف it's time to زبْ اٌٛلذ 

take ٠أضػ over there ٕ٘بن Let's get it ١٘ب ٔأضػ٘ب 

  
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:    

(       ) 
Are you sure? 

Yes, I am. 

(       ) 
Well, it’s time to go. Please make up your mind. 

Um, okay. I’ll take this one. 

(       ) 
Which one do you want? 

Oh, I don’t know. They’re all cute. 
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2- Listen and complete:    

Mohamed : ------------------------------colour do you want? 

Usama : -------------------------------, please. 

Mohamed : Here you are. 

Usama : Thanks. Can I have a----------------------------. 

Mohamed : Sure. 

Usama : Thank you very-------------------------------. 
 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:  

4- Read the passage and answer the questions : 

Ibrahim walked to the shops with his mother on Tuesday. He 

wanted to buy a shirt. All shirts in the shop were cute. He didn’t 

know which one to buy. His mother helped him and bought a 

blue shirt.   

1) Ibrahim bought a blue shirt.            True           False 

2) Ibrahim bought a hat.               True           False 

3) Ibrahim was very cute.                              True           False 

4) How did Ibrahim go to the shops?   ------------------------------------- 

5) When did Ibrahim go to the shops? ------------------------------------- 

5- Unscramble and write: 

qauamuri cshaier tuce orev three 

………………………………… ………………………………… ……………………………… …………………………… 

6- Look and write four sentences: 

(girls – hats – bag – decide) 
--------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------- 

1- Why Which What Sure ( ) 

2- go want Know time ( ) 

3- dad great cute nice ( ) 

4- one dress jacket shirt ( ) 

5- cashier make up teacher doctor ( ) 
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whale اٌسٛد crab وبثٛؼ٠ب bigger than ِٓ أوجؽ 

dolphin ٓاٌعٌٚف١ big وج١ؽ smaller than ِٓ أطغؽ 

eel ثؼجبْ اٌّبء small طغ١ؽ faster than ِٓ أقؽع 

shark قّىخ اٌمؽل fast قؽ٠غ slower than ِٓ أثغئ 

octopus الاضغجٛط slow ثغٟء pardon me ِؼػؼح 
 

wheel dolphin 

 
 

eel shark 

  

octopus crab 
 

                  

 A big elephant.                                           ف١ً وج١ؽ 

 A slow turtle.                                         قٍسفبح ثغ١ئخ.  

 The shark is fast.                                     اٌمؽل قؽ٠غ 

 The eels are small.            ٓثسؽطغ١ؽح ثؼبث١                
 

  رؼٍُ ِؼٟ 

بؼٔخ ث١ٓ شطظ١ٓ أٚ ش١ئ١ٓ ٠طزٍفبْ فٝ ِمعاؼ اٌظفخ فئٕٔب ٔكزطعَ:ػٕع اٌّم 

 الاقُ الأٚي + is + + اٌظفخ  er + thanالاقُ اٌثبٟٔ + 
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 The crab is slower than the dolphin. 

 

 The shark is smaller than the whale. 

 

 The whale is bigger than the eel. 

 

 

 The octopus is bigger than the crab. 
 

 

 The eel is smaller than the shark. 
 

 

 The dolphin is faster than the octopus.  

 
1-Listen and complete:    

Reham : What's your favourite sea--------------------------? 

Shahd : The---------------------------. It's very big. 

Reham : Which is bigger the whale or the shark? 

Shahd : The whale is------------------------than the shark. 

Reham : Thank you. 

2- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

1- eel dolphin octopus dad (…………………) 

2- faster slower small digger (…………………) 

3- shark crab whale casher (…………………) 

4- big small faster slow (…………………) 

5-  paper fish rice chicken (…………………) 
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3- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box:: 

    
     

There are many sea animals. The whale is…………………than the 

eel. The shark is faster……………………the octopus. The crab is 

……………………than the dolphin. The eel…………… slower than 

the shark. 

4- Read the passage and answer the questions: 

On Friday Abdo went to the aquarium. He saw the big wheal and 

the small eel. He also saw the fast shark and the slow octopus. He 

saw the cute dolphin. He ate cotton candy and drank lemonade. 
 

1) Abdo didn’t see the dolphin.           True          False 

2) The wheal is bigger than the eel.                 True         False 

3) The octopus is faster than the shark.           True         False 

 

4) When did he go to the aquarium?     ------------------------------------------------------- 

5) What did Abdo eat?                           ------------------------------------------------------- 

5- Unscramble and write: 

halwe shrak topocus phdolin  

………………... ………………... ………………... ………………... 

6- Write the question and the answer: 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

----------------------------------------------------------

7- Look and write: 

 (Shark –   crab –   dolphin –   whale) 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 
 

------------------------------------------------------- 
 

------------------------------------------------------- 
 

------------------------------------------------------- 

is -   bigger   –   than   –   smaller
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barn زظ١ؽح storm ػبطفخ dark ٍُِظ 

farm ِؿؼػخ horn ثٛق smart ٟغو 

yard زٛل/ فٕبء form ًشى hard طؼت 

corn غؼح popcorn فشبؼ garden زع٠مخ 

fork شٛوخ story اٌظجبذ cards وٛرش١ٕخ 
 

 
 

    (ar)

barn  -  farm    -  yard  -  shark -  dark -  smart -   

hard -  smart -  lizard  -  card  -  garden 

 

 (or)

corn  -   fork       -      storm      -      horn -     

form   -  story   -      horse     

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
How much is it? 

It is sixty pounds. 

(       ) 
Your shirt is nice. Is it new? 

Yes, it is. 

(       ) 
When did you buy it? 

I bought it yesterday. 
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2- Listen and circle:    
  

yard  horse  smart 

farm  fork  lizard 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blankets using the words in the box: 
  

horse – yard – farm – garden – barn – corn - lizard 
Today we visited Grandpa’s ……………….….. 

Grandpa grows peas and ………………….….. 

in the………………........ His ………………..….… 

lives in a big, red ……………….….…. A small,  

green ………………….…….… lives there, too.  

We chased it across the ………………………. 
5- Unscramble and write:: 

 

garned kofr srtom cornpop 

----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

   [ storm – cards -stories – popcorn ]  
 

 

 

 
 

7- Write the question and the answer:  
 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

1- crab lemonade shark whale  …………………... 

2- fork plate  saucer storm …………………... 

3- sure barn farm yard …………………... 

4- dolphin lobster octopus mother …………………... 

5- apple corn orange banana …………………... 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………… 
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guess ّٓ٠ط cute خػاة there is ٠ٛخع ٌٍّفؽظ 

monkey لؽظ scary ِط١ف there are ٠ٛخع ٌٍدّغ 

quick قؽ٠غ scared ضبئف Safari ؼزٍخ ط١ع 

shut ٠غٍك Don't worry لا رمٍك hurt ٞ٠ؤغ 

window شجبن go away ٠ٙؽة be careful وٓ زؽ٠ض 

 
 

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
Where is it? 

It's on the car. 

(       ) 
It is cute 

No, it is scary. 

(       ) 
Guess what? 

It's a monkey. 
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2-Listen and complete:    

Reham : Hi, Mona. …………………did you go yesterday? 

Shaimaa : I ………………….to Alexandria. 

Reham : What did you do there? 

Shaimaa : I visited the library. 

Reham : ……………….did you go home? 

Shaimaa : At ………………..o'clock. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in brackets: 

[ bananas – fly – animals – of ] 

There are many ……………….in the zoo. Animals can do lots 

…………things. Birds can ……………….. My favourite animal is 

the monkey. It's very cute. It likes eating…………………….   
5- Unscramble and write:: 

 

garned kofr srtom cornpop 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

        [father - monkey – cute – scary] 

 

 

 

 

 

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

1- crab lemonade shark whale  ………………….. 

2- fork plate  saucer storm ………………….. 

3- sure barn farm yard ………………….. 

4- dolphin lobster octopus mother …………………..

5- Father sister singer mother ………………….. 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………… 
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elephant ًف١ chimpanzee ٞشّجبٔؿ the fattest ّٓالأث 

cheetah اٌفٙع which one أٞ ٚازع the thinnest الاؼفغ 

giraffe اٌؿؼافخ all right ًزكٕب the fastest الاقؽع 

snake ْثؼجب the tallest الاعٛي the slowest الاثغئ 

turtle قٍسفبح the shortest الالظؽ airplane عبئؽح 
 

 

 

elephant cheetah 

 
 

giraffe snake 

  

turtle chimpanzee 
 

 

 
   

 

                       fat 

 
 

 

thin 

 
 

 

short 

 

 

 
 

tall 

 

 

 
 

fast 

 

 

 
 

slow 
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 رؼٍُ ِؼٟ

 ٔكزطعَ: ػٓ الأفضًٌٍكؤاي       

A: Which one is the fastest?   أٜ اٌس١ٛأبد ٠ىْٛ الأقؽع؟           

B: The cheetah is the fastest.         .اٌفٙع ٠ىْٛ اقؽع اٌس١ٛأبد   

 Which one is theshortest?  

The chimpanzee is the shortest. 
 

 

 Which one is the tallest?  

The giraffe is the tallest. 

 
 Which one is the fattest?  

The elephant is the fattest. 

 
 Which one is the slowest?  

The turtle is the slowest. 

 
 Which one is the fastest? 

The cheetah is the fastest. 
  

 Which one is the thinnest?  

The snake is the thinnest. 

 
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

 Try the spaghetti. It's delicious. 

Ok. I'll have spaghetti. 

 What are you going to have? 

I don't know. 

 Are you hungry? 

Yes, I'm. 
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2- Listen and complete: 

Dad : Which………….do you want. 

Amira : I don't know. They are all ……………. 

Dad : Well. It's time to go. Please make up your mind. 

Amira : Okay. I'll …………… this one. 

Dad : Great. The …………… is over there. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

sad – monkey – on - is 

Dad! Something is climbing ……………the car. Oh! There is a 

…............ Magdy …………… scared. Hend thinks it is cute. Hend is 

…………because the monkey jumped away from the car.  

5- Read the passage and answer the questions: 

I went to my friend Sally yesterday. It was her birthday. There was 

a party. My little sister, Manal, came with me. She likes birthday 

parties. I gave Sally a present. When she opened it, she was 

scared because it was a lion toy. We were all happy.   

1- Sally didn't get presents.    True  False  

2- Manal was happy to come.   True  False 

3- It was Manal's birthday party.   True  False 

4- Where did you go yesterday? …………………………………….. 

5- Why was Sally scared?  …………………………………….. 

6- Write the question and the answer: 
 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

--------------------------------------------------

1- lizard fork crab frog …………………. 

2- fast slow octopus tall …………………. 

3- corn snake popcorn candy …………………. 

4- tiger giraffe cheetah fat …………………. 

5-  short chimpanzee elephant turtle …………………. 
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house ِٕؿي trout ٍّْٛقّه ق town ِع٠ٕخ 

mouse فأؼ out ثبٌطبؼج down ًأقف 

mouth ُف couch أؼ٠ىخ owl ثِٛخ 

cloud قسبة brown ٟٕث mountain ًخج 

shout ٠ظؽش gown ْفكزب cow ثمؽح 
      

 

 
 

 

(ou) لازظ رٍه اٌىٍّبد اٌزٝ رسزٜٛ ػٍٝ

 house - mouse  -  mouth – out  - couch

cloud  -   trout   -  shout   -   mountain 
 

(ow) لازظ رٍه اٌىٍّبد اٌزٝ رسزٜٛ ػٍٝ         

town  -    cow   -    snow   -  brown -     

gown  -     owl   -   clown  -   flower      

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
What are you eating? 

Some biscuits. 

(       ) 
Can I try some? 

Sure! Here you are. 

(       ) 
Hey! It's delicious. 

It's my favourite. 
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2- Listen and circle:    
  

cloud  owl  down 

cow  home  shout 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blankets using the words in the box: 
  

shouting – clouds – mountain - cows 

The mouse is climbing the……………….….. 

The man is………………….…..There are two 

………………..…eating the grass. There are  

two……………………….in the sky. 
5- Unscramble and write:: 

 

rownb tshuo smoue low 

----------------- 
----------------

- 
----------------- ----------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

[ thinnest – fattest -fastest  – slowest ] 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------
 

1- giraffe turtle scary cow   (…………………..) 

2- see guess away look (…………………..) 

3- fast thinnest fattest slowest (…………………..) 

4- bus bicycle car turtle (…………………..) 

5-  mouth mouse owl trout (…………………..) 

……………………………………………  

…………………………………………… 

…………………………………………… 

…………………………………………… 
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seashore شبعئ ثسؽ nice ٌغ١ف this time ٘ػٖ اٌّؽح 

miss ٠فمع game ٌؼجخ we'll see ٜقٛف ٔؽ 

ball اٌىؽح close ِزىبفئ congratulations ِجؽٚن 

win ٠فٛؾ again ِٜؽح أضؽ butterfly فؽاشخ 

won فبؾ sure ثبٌزأو١ع head ؼأـ 

 
 

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
Guess what! 

What! 

(       ) 
Don't worry. It's cute. 

All right. 

(       ) 
There is a butterfly on your head. 

Oh no! 
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2-Listen and complete:    

Ahmed : Oh! I ………………… the ball 

Mohamed : We won! We won! 

Ahmed : Congratulations. 

Mohamed : Nice ……………... It was close. 

Ahmed : Do you want to …………..……. Again? 

Mohamed : ………………..… This time we'll win. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in brackets: 

of – nice – bigger - crab 
The aquarium is a …………..place. if you like sea animals. You 

can go there. You can see many kinds ………….sea animals. 

You can see the dolphin, the shark and the………….  I saw the 

whale is……………..than the eel. 
5- Unscramble and write: 

 

butflyter gakanroo mage shoresea 

---------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

        [played – won – drank – nice] 

 

 

 

 

 

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

1- butterfly bee see ant …………… 

2- won missed played go …………… 

3- nice worry cute close …………… 

4- ping-pong play jump win …………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………… 
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play  ٠ٍؼت horseback ْظٙؽ اٌسظب listen to ٌٝ٠كزّغ إ 

volleyball ؽح عبئؽحو riding ؼوٛة music ِٝٛق١م 

ping pong ثٕح ثٛٔح go fishing ٠ػ٘ت ٌٍظ١ع go sailing ٠جسؽ 

go sailing وؽح قٍخ snorkel ٠غٛص رسذ اٌّبء like ٠ست 

football َوؽح لع in-line skate ٠زؿزٍك do ً٠فؼ 
 

  
go sailing play ping-pong 

  

in-line skate listen to music 

 
 

snorkel go fishing 

 

 

play volleyball go horseback riding 
 

 What do you like to do?                             ِبغا رست أْ رفؼً؟ 

 I like to listen to music. 

 What does he like to do?                            ِبغا ٠ست أْ ٠فؼً؟ 

 He likes to go fishing. 
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What does she like to do? 

She likes to go fishing. 

 

 
 

When do they like to do?    

 They like to go sailing. 

 

  

What do you like to do?  

I like to snorkel. 

 

  
 What do you like to do?   

We like to play volleyball. 

 

 
 What does he like to do?   

He like to in-line skate. 

 

 
 

When do they like to do?    

 They like to play ping-pong. 

 

 
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

 Do you want to play again? 

Sure. 

 Congratulations. 

Nice game. It was close. 

 What do you like to do? 

I like to play cards. 
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2- Listen and complete: 

Sara : What do you ……………… to do? 

Omneya : I like to ……………..sailing. 

Sara : …………………. go sailing. 

Omneya : Where is the boat? 

Sara : There it is in the ………………….. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

sailing – ping pong – there - riding 

It's a busy day at the …………………! These two boys are playing 

………………. Can you see the ball over…………..? People are 

going …………… and snorkeling. This man is going horseback 

………………….. His horse looks very pretty. 

5- Read the passage and answer the questions: 

Yesterday, I went o the seashore with my friends. Adel likes to go 

fishing. Mona likes to play volleyball. Walid likes to listen to music. 

Safa likes to in-line skate. We all were happy. 

1- Yesterday, we went to the seashore.  True  False  

2- Mona likes to go fishing.     True  False 

3- Walid likes to listen to music.    True  False 

4- What does Safa like to do? 

5- What does Adel like to do? 

6- Write the question and the answer: 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

----------------------------------------------------------

1- ping-pong fishing listen sailing ……………… 

2- volleyball play basketball football ……………… 

3- blue red black ride ……………… 

4- Sunday skate Tuesday Friday ……………… 

5- sauce pasta cake foot ……………… 
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cook ٠غجص broom ِمشخ kangaroo اٌىٕدؽ 

look ٠ٕظؽ moon اٌمّؽ moose ٟغؿاي أِؽ٠ى 

wood ضشت noodle شؼؽ٠خ scooter رؿٌح ػدٍخ 

book وزبي hood غغبء ؼأـ foot َلع 

hook قٕبؼح rooster ظ٠ه boot زػاء ثؽلجخ 
 

 
رٕغك ثكؽػخٕ٘ب (oo) لازظ رٍه اٌىٍّبد اٌزٝ رسزٜٛ ػٍٝ   

cook  -  look  - book -  wood – hood  

kangaroo -  zoo  - school -  rooster  
 

 رّع ف١ٙبٕ٘ب (oo) لازظ رٍه اٌىٍّبد اٌزٝ رسزٜٛ ػٍٝ 

broom - moon - noodle – poodle  وٍت وث١ف اٌشؼؽ

moose -  boot   -    hook   -  scooter   -  foot  

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
Did you see a moose? 

Yes, I did. 

(       ) 
Where did go yesterday? 

I went to the zoo. 

(       ) 
What did you see? 

I saw a red rooster and a kangaroo. 
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2- Listen and circle:    
  

cook  look  wood 

moon  broom  noodle 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blankets using the words in the box: 
  

 scooter – school – moon - cooked 
 Yesterday, I went to the ………………….on a ………….………. 

Then I ………………...spaghetti. At night, I looked at the 

…………… 
5- Unscramble and write:: 

 

oondle kool scteroo doow 

----------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

[ zoo – poodle - monkey – kangaroo ]  
 

 

 

 

 
 

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

1- look cook go wood ………………… 

2- moose dog scooter kangaroo ………………… 

3- poodle bread cheetah moose  ………………… 

4- broom moon sky sun ………………… 

5- father singer mother sister  

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………… 
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summer اٌظ١ف kidding ٠ّؿذ great ُػظ١ 

camp ِؼكىؽ true طس١ر need ٠سزبج 

nice kite عبئؽح خ١ٍّخ hard طؼت paper ٚؼق 

made طٕغ easy ًٙق string ض١ظ 

myself ٟثٕفك show ٠ٛضر crayons ْأٌٛا 

 

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
You're kidding! 

No, it's true. I made it. 

(       ) 
Was it hard? 

No, it was easy. 

(       ) 
Wow! What a nice kite! 

I made it myself. 
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2-Listen and complete:   

Esraa : What do you like to do? 

Hadeer : I like to play……………….. 

Esraa : Do you…………..…..to play? 

Hadeer : Sure. 

Esraa : What………………do you want to play?  

Hadeer : At three ………………. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in brackets: 

happy – string – made - crayons  

I like flying kites. I ……………a kite myself. I used…………..and paper. 

I painted the kite with……………. I was ………………….  

5- Unscramble and write: 
 

seay hadr cmap pepra 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

6- Write four sentences using these words: 

        [nice - made – paper – strings] 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

 

1- play again win want ……………… 

2- sing sleeping eating drinking ……………… 

3- three tree five nine ……………… 

4- hard nice kite small ……………… 

5-  pizza hamburger fried chicken ……………… 
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collect  ٠دّغ sing ٟٕ٠غ read ٠مؽأ 

stickers ٍِظمبد make  ٠ظٕغ comic ٞو١ِٛع 

take a nap ػ غفٛح٠أض a video ٛف١ع٠ book وزبة 

build ٟٕ٠ج paint ٍْٛ٠ but ٌٓى 

model ّٔٛغج cycle ٠ؽوت ظؼاخخ kite عبئؽح ٚؼق 
 

  
collect stickers take a nap 

  

build a model sing 

 
 

make a video paint 

  

cycle read a comic book 
 

   + I like اٌفؼً    ing+زطعَ :ٌٍزؼج١ؽ ػٓ زت اٌشطض ٌفؼً شٟء ٔك 

 I like collecting stickers. 

 I don't like making videos. 

 He likes painting. 

 He doesn't like reading a comic book. 

 ٌٍفؼً ِثً: ingلجً اضبفخ  eلازظ أٔٗ رُ زػف زؽف 

cycle cycling  / make making /  take taking 
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I like making videos but I don't 

like collecting stickers. 

 

  

They like collecting stickers but 

they don't like making videos. 

 

  
She likes cycling but she doesn't 

like taking a nap. 

 

  
He likes taking a nap but he 

doesn't like cycling. 

 

 
You like reading comic books 

but you don't like painting. 

 

  
She likes painting but she doesn't 

like reading comic books. 

 

  
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

 What does your father like doing? 

He likes taking a nap. 

 What do you like doing? 

I like drawing pictures. 

 What does your sister doing? 

She likes listening to music. 
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2- Listen and complete: 
Eman : ……………..you visit your grandfather? 

Reham : Yes, I do. I always visit him …………..the weekend. 

Eman : ……………..do you do there? 

Reham : I sometimes ……………..comic books. 

Eman : Who do you go with? 

Reham : I go with my……………… 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

model – nap – taking - comic 

I went to my friend's house yesterday. His father was taking a 

…………………. His mother was reading a ………………….book.  

His sister was building a …………………….a model. His brother 

was………………………… a picture. 

5- Read the passage and answer the questions: 
I went to Alexandria on holiday. Alexandria is a beautiful city. There 

are nice beaches there. Yesterday, the weather was sunny and hot.  

I swam in the sea in the afternoon. My father read a comic book.  

My mother painted a picture. My sister and my brother collected 

stickers. It was a wonderful holiday. 

1- Father was painting.     True  False  

2- We didn't enjoy the holiday.  True  False 

3-My sister collected stickers.   True  False 

4- Where did you go on holiday?  ……………………………………….. 

5- What did mother do?   ……………………………………….. 

6- Write the question and the answer: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

----------------------------------------------------------

 

1- father mother farm uncle ………………….. 

2- take collect kite make ………………….. 

3- Saturday stickers Monday Friday ………………….. 

4- bird video television telephone ………………….. 

5- Luxor Cairo Tanta Pyramids ………………….. 
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clerk ِٛظف purse و١ف ٔمٛظ nurse ِّؽضخ 

bird عبئؽ girl ثٕذ burn ٠سؽق 

curry )ًاٌىبؼٞ )رٛاث skirt خ١جخ dirt ٚقص 

dessert )ًاٌسٍٛ )ثؼع الأو hurt ٌُ٠ؤ dirty ِزكص 

shirt ل١ّض hurry ٠كؽع ripped ِؿق 
 

 
 

 )إؼ( ِىكٛؼح er / ir / urلازظ أٔٗ ٠زُ ٔغك 
                                                    :Circle and writeٚالاْ اضزؽ ٚاوًّ:
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1- Listen and circle:     

clerk  nurse  cashier 

dessert  shirt  curry 

2- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

 Was it hard to make a kite? 

No, it was easy. 

 Let's get some. 

Sure. 

 What did you use for it? 

I used paper, crayons and strings. 

3- Listen and complete: 

Mohamed What do you make? 

Mahmoud I make a beautiful…………………. 

Mohamed Is there any…………………..? 

Mahmoud Yes, there is 

Mohamed Are there any ………………..? 

Mahmoud No, …………….aren't. 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

shirt – hurry – clerk - nurse 

Kamal is a …………………. He was walking in a …………….  

He fell to the ground. He ripped his ……………... and he hurt his 

foot. He called the …………….. Now, he is well.  

5- Unscramble and write: 

kisrt nusre rhruy yidtr 

……………………… ……………………… ……………………… ……………………… 

6- Write the question and the answer:  

 

 
---------------------------------------------------------? 

 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
---------------------------------------------------------? 

 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
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planetarium اٌمجخ اٌكّب٠ٚخ thirsty ْػغشب kids أعفبي 

planets اٌىٛاوت solar system ٟإٌظبَ اٌشّك Miss أثٍخ 

stars َٛإٌد gift shop ِسً ٘عا٠ب sorry أقف 

great show ١ُػؽع ػظ catch the bus ٠ٍسك الأرٛث١ف have to ْ٠دت أ 

snack bar ِسً ٚخجبد don't have time ١ٌف ٌع٠ٕب ٚلذ hurry ٠كؽع 

 

1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

(       ) 
Can we go to the snack bar? 

No, you can't. 

(       ) 
Did you see all the planets? 

Yes, I did. 

(       ) 
I'm thirsty. 

We have to catch the bus. 
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2-Listen and complete: 
   

Huda : Miss Noura. Can I go to the toilets, please? 

Miss Noura : Sorry, Huda. We're …………… 

Huda : Miss Noura. I'm …………….. I want to drink. 

Miss Noura : We have to catch the ……………… 

Huda : We won't be late. 

Miss Noura : Okay but you have to……………… 

 Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:: 

Read and answer: 

Yesterday, we went to the planetarium. We saw the planets and the 

stars. The sun is very big. We get into the gift shop. I bought a gift for 

my dad. Then we went to the snack bar to have a snack.  

1- When did you go to the planetarium? 

2- What did you see there? 

3- They went to the gisft shop to have a snack. True  False 

4- I bought a gift for my mum.     True  False. 

5- We visited the planetarium yesterday.  True  False 

Unscramble and write:: 

garned kofr srtom cornpop 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

Write four sentences using these words: 

        [visited - stars – planets – happy] 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

Write the question and the answer:  

 

-------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------

 

 

-------------------------------------------------? 
 

-------------------------------------------------

 

1- bag pencil camera book …………………. 

2- shirt skirt blouse hurry …………………. 

3- curry foot arm hand …………………. 

4- clerk nurse farmer dessert …………………. 
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sun شّف Jupiter ٜاٌّشزؽ Let me ٟٕظػ 

Mercury ػغبؼظ Saturn ًؾز see ٜ٠ؽ 

Venus اٌؿ٘ؽح Uranus أٚؼأٛـ want ٠ؽ٠ع 

Earth الأؼع Neptune ْٛٔجز look ٕظؽ٠ 

Mars اٌّؽ٠ص Pluto ٛثٍٛر next to ثدٛاؼ 

 

    Object pronounsضّبئؽ اٌّفؼٛي 

I          me he   him 

she    her we  us 

they  them  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 She wants to see Mars. Let her look. 
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 They want to see Saturn. Let them 

look. 

 

 

 
 I want to see Jupiter. Let me look. 

 

 

 
 He wants to see Neptune. Let him 

look. 

 

 
 We want to see Venus. Let us look. 

 

 

 
 She wants to see Pluto. Let her look. 

 

 

 
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

Abdo There is a nice program on TV. Will you ……………it? 

Youssif What is it about? 

Abdo It's about………………..and stars. 

Youssif I think it'll be ………………. 

Abdo Can we watch it together? 

Youssif Of course, but …………..time will you come? 

Abdo At seven o'clock. 
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2- 2- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one: 

3- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 
biggest – Jupiter – planetarium – Pluto 

I went to the planetarium last week. It was cool. I saw all the………….. 

Venus is smaller than the earth. Saturn is between ……………..and  

Uranus. ………………is the smallest planet. Jupiter is the ……………… 

4- Read the passage and answer the questions: 

There are nine planets in the solar system. Going out from the sun, 

there are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

and Pluto. We live on Earth. Neptune is bigger than Pluto. Jupiter is the 

biggest, Pluto is the smallest. Mercury is the closest to the sun, and 

Pluto is the furthest from the sun. 

1- How many planets are there? ............................................... 

2- Where do we live?   ............................................... 

1- Neptune is bigger than Pluto.     True  False 

2- Mercury is the furthest planet from the sun. True  False 

3- Mars is the closest planet to the sun.   True  False 

5- Unscramble and write:: 

tluPo Merrucy neVus Satrun 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

6- Write four sentences: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

7- Write the question and the answer: 

 

-----------------------------------------------------? 

------------------------------------------------------

 

-----------------------------------------------------? 

------------------------------------------------------

1- Venus earth monkey mercury ……………………. 

2- Neptune planet star sun ……………………. 

3- Uranus look Mars Jupiter ……………………. 

4- big biggest smallest tallest ……………………. 

5- bigger small taller shorter ……………………. 

…………………………………….……… 

…………………………………………… 

…………………………………………… 
…………………………………………… 
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boil ٍٝ٠غ oyster ِسبؼ toy ٌؼجخ 

oil ؾ٠ذ broil ٍٝ٠غ soy فٛي ط٠ٛب 

point ٠ش١ؽ foil ٟٔٚؼق ِؼع spoil ٠زٍف ٠فكع / 

boy ٌٚع coin ِؼع١ٔخ ػٍّخ cook ٠غجص 

joy فؽزخ join ُ٠ٕض jump ٠مفؿ 

 

 رٕغك ثٕفف اٌظٛد )اٚٞ( oi / oyلازظ أْ 
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1-1-Listen and circle:     

boy  joy  point 

boil  join  oyster 

2- Listen and complete: 

 : Where were you last Friday? 

: I was at the museum. 

 : Was it great? 

: Yes, it was. 

 : What did you see there? 

: I saw lots of statues. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct word: 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

foil – boiled – oysters - oil 

I have lunch with my family. My brother likes ………………… eggs.  

My sister likes broiled ………………. My father likes beans with hot 

……………..and my mother cook sandwiches and put them in.………… 

5- Unscramble and write: 

oilb yob toinp yestero 

……………. …………….. ……………….. ……………….

6- Look and write four sentences: 

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

--------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

--------------------------------------------------? 

-------------------------------------------------- 

1- juice sauce cake joy ………………….. 

2- Pluto Neptune Saturn thirsty ………………….. 

3- camera singer teacher nurse ………………….. 

4- saw buy look have ………………….. 

5- join boy point boil ………………….. 
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play ٠ؼؿف practise ٠ّبؼـ idea فىؽح 

very well ًخ١عا practice ِّبؼقخ together ًِؼب 

thanks أشىؽن enough ٟوبف paint ٍْٛ٠ 

love = like ٠ست make ً٠دؼ artist َؼقب 

singer ِٟٕغ perfect ِٓزم great ُػظ١ 

 
1- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:    

 But I don't practise enough. 

Well, practice makes you perfect. 

 I don't sing very well. 

Sure you do. 

 Let's practise together. 

That's a good idea! 
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2- 2- Listen and complete: 

Shaimaa How many sisters do you……………… 

Shrouk I have a sister. 

Shaimaa ………….…..does she want to be? 

Shrouk She wants to be a ………………  

Shaimaa Why does she want to be a teacher? 

Shrouk Because she likes teaching………………. 

3- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct word: 

1 cat vet dog lion ………..…… 

2 art English singer music …………..… 

3 watch look see computer ………..…… 

4  yellow green black what ………..…… 

5 boy saucer fork spoon ……….……. 

4- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

helping – five – years - favourite 

My name is Fatma. I'm twelve………………..old. I'm in class 

…………………….. I like Arabic. Arabic is my …………………. subject.  

I want to be a nurse because I like ………………….ill people.  
5- Read the passage and answer the questions: 
Ayman, his wife heba and two daughters went to the zoo. Ayman drove his 
family to the zoo at nine o'clock. The weather was sunny. They saw a lot of 
animals and birds there. They saw a giraffe eating some leaves, and a turtle 
going to get a drink. They took photographs. They went home at five o'clock. 

1- Ayman has two daughters.     True  False  

2- The weather was sunny.     True  False 

3- They saw lots of animals and bags there.  True  False 

4- How did Ayman's family go to the zoo?  ..………………………… 

5- When did Ayman's family go home?   ………………………….. 
6- Unscramble and write: 

dwon yccle tisart utrtle 

………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

6- Look and write four sentences: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

---------------------------------------------  

---------------------------------------------  

---------------------------------------------  

--------------------------------------------- 
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musician ِٛق١مبؼ programmer ِجؽِح program ٠جؽِح 

engineer ِٕٙعـ nurse ِّؽضخ violin ْاٌىّب 

vet ٞعج١ت ث١غؽ take care of ٠ؼزٕٟ ة draw ُ٠ؽق 

artist ْفٕب build things ٠جٕٟ أش١بء why ٌّبغا 

computer وّج١ٛرؽ help animals ٠كبػع اٌس١ٛٔبد because ْلأ 
 

 

 
 

musician engineer 

  
vet artist 

  
computer programmer nurse 

 

 

Why                     أظاح اقزفٙبَ ثّؼٕٝ )ٌّبغا( ٌٍكؤاي ػٓ اٌكجت 

Because                 لأْ )ركزطعَ وئخبثخ( ٠ٚأرٟ ثؼع٘ب اٌكجت 

Why do you want to be a vet? 

Because I like helping animals.            
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  Why do you want to be an 

engineer?       

 Because I like building things.  

 
  Why does he want to be a 

computer programmer?    

 Because he likes programming 

computers.  

  Why does she want to be a vet?        

 Because she likes helping animals. 

 

 
  Why does she want to be a nurse?  

 Because she likes taking care of 

people 

  
  Why do you want to be an artist?        

 Because I like drawing.  

 

 
 Why does she want to be?  

 Because she likes playing the 

violin. 
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2-         2- Listen and complete: 

Salah Can I ask you some questions? 

Ahmed Yes, you ………………… 

Salah What's your job? 

Ahmed I'm a…………………… 

Salah Do you ……………..to play music? 

Ahmed Yes, I like to play the ……………. 

4- Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct word: 

1 English Arabic maths artist …………… 

2 help build take model …………… 

3 singing play drawing reading …………… 

4 help program sing violin …………… 

5- nurse vet art engineer …………… 

5- Fill in the blanks using the words in the box: 

Hi. My name is Ahmed. This is Alaa and this is Hend. Alaa is twelve 

years old. Hend is eleven. Alaa likes building things. He wants to be 

an engineer. He likes playing the violin, but he doesn’t like singing. 

Hend likes singing, but she doesn’t like playing the violin. She wants to 

be an artist. She likes drawing. 

1- Alaa likes singing.      True  False  

2- Hend doesn't like playing the violin.   True  False 

3- Alaa likes drawing.      True  False 

4- How old is Alaa?    …………………………………….. 

5- What does Hind want to be? …………………………………… 
8- Look and write four sentences: 

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

9- Write the question and the answer:  
 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 
 
 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
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marker ْلٍُ أٌٛا fork شٛوخ clerk ِٛظف 

walk ٟ٠ّش cloud قسبثخ shirt ل١ّض 

saucer ْطسٓ فٕدب shower ظل purse و١ف ٔمٛظ 

draw ُ٠ؽق cook ٠غجص coin ػٍّخ ِؼع١ٔخ 

park زع٠مخ spoon ٍِؼمخ boy ٌٚع 

 

 

2- Listen and rearrange the dialogue:     

 What a cool dress 

Thanks. I made it myself. 

 You're kidding. Was it hard? 

No, it was easy. 

 I like making dresses. But I don't do that well. 

Sure you do. Let's practise together. 
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      3- Listen and circle:     

walk  draw  marker 

saucer  clerk  park 

4- Listen and complete: 

Atef      : What is the name of this --------------------?  

Miss Rasha : It's --------------------.  

Atef      : Is it near the earth?  

Miss Rasha : No, it is next to --------------------. 

Atef      : Thanks for your --------------------. 
5- Read the passage and answer the questions: 

Many people have come to talk to the students about their jobs. Ali is 

a musician. He likes to play the violin. Heba is a nurse. She likes to 

take care of people. Adel is an artist. He likes to draw pictures. Nada 

is a computer programmer. She loves working with computers. Samy 

is a vet. He likes helping animals. 

1- Ali is a vet.       True  False  

2- Heba is a computer programmer.  True  False 

3- Adel likes to draw pictures.    True  False 

4- What does an artist do?  ………………………………….  

5- Who like to help the animals? ………………………………….   
6- Look and write four sentences: 
          ( boy – computer – programmer – games) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7- Write the question and the answer:  

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------? 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
 

--------------------------------------------------------  

--------------------------------------------------------  

--------------------------------------------------------  

-------------------------------------------------------- 


